
SCHOOL SUPPLY LIST: FRESHMAN CLASSES—ECHS@MC 
 

The following supplies will be necessary in order to be successful in your freshman year at ECHS@MC. 

Specific supplies to purchase for each class: 

Mrs. Miller’s English I Class: 

❖ LOTS of college ruled loose-leaf notebook paper 
❖ 1 subject spiral notebook (suggested, not required) 

Algebra I Class: (if you’re in this class freshman year) 

❖ 2 packages of graph paper and 2 packages of loose paper (college ruled) 
❖ 3 ring binder—at least two inches 
❖ 5 subject spiral notebook 
❖ Ruler 

Mrs. Ashley Geometry Class: (if you’re in this class freshman year) 

❖ Protractor 
❖ Ruler 
❖ 2 packages of graph paper  
❖ One 5 Subject Spiral or lots of college ruled loose-leaf notebook paper 
❖ 3 ring binder - 1.5 or 2 inch  
❖ 15-20 Plain Manila Folders 
❖ Cardstock (optional) 

Mr. Malone’s World History Class: 

❖ 1- 5 Subject spiral notebook—college ruled paper if possible. 

Ms. Hicks’s M.A.P.S. Class: 

❖ 3 ring binder—at least three inches. 
❖ Set of dividers 

Mrs. Livingston’s Biology Class: 

❖ 1 - 100 count composition notebook 
❖ Glue/Glue stick/tape - your preference - We will be gluing/taping lots of things inside a Foldalope and 

inside a journal. 
❖ thin markers - Students have found they prefer the Paper Mate Flair markers. 
❖ scissors/markers/colored pencils - I have a class set but bring your own if you prefer. 

Mrs. Galindo’s Spanish Class: 

❖ 1 - 100 count composition notebook 
❖ Construction Paper 
❖ Color Markers 
❖ Red Pen 
❖ 2 Spiral Bound Flashcards 



SCHOOL SUPPLY LIST: FRESHMAN CLASSES—ECHS@MC 
 

General Supplies Necessary for Success in ALL Classes 

❖ LOTS of loose-leaf notebook paper—for use in all classes. 
❖ Blue, Black, Red, Green pens  (or  Bic Four Color Pen) 
❖ Highlighters—four different colors 
❖ 3 ½ x 5 inch index cards—for use in all classes as a study strategy. 
❖ Pencils  
❖ Pencil Bag (suggest 2 - one for pencils and one for novel) 
❖ Kleenex (to be donated and divided amongst the freshmen classes so the students have access to them) 
❖ Post-it Notes  


